
Parking Our Potential  
 

September has been a busy month for Hamilton's surface parking lot developers. While cranes 

emerge from our skyline, bringing new housing and employment to the core and building the city 

up, on opposite sides of downtown, two City-led fights are being waged to save prime land and a 

heritage home from being paved over with asphalt. 

 

In the Beasley neighbourhood, the City, neighbourhood associations and residents are facing off 

with Hamilton Health Sciences as the HHS manoeuvres to expand their massive, 640-spot lot at 

Barton and Ferguson streets by nearly 25%, pushing it deep into an existing residential 

neighbourhood zoned for mixed-use buildings. 

 

The proposed lot expansion is allegedly to support new facilities near the Hamilton General 

Hospital. But Hamilton Health Sciences will have to wait until at least February for the Ontario 

Municipal Board to hear their case as to why this vulnerable and disadvantaged part of the city 

should unwillingly host unnecessary and unhealthy swathes of black-top in an area already 

overwhelmingly covered by asphalt. 

 

In fact, these huge areas of surface parking have been holding back the residents of Beasley for 

years by inhibiting construction of businesses and housing that would benefit the community. 

Large lots destroy neighbourhood value and are unsafe dead zones in the evening. They also 

contribute to an unhealthy environment for nearby residents, and the wider community that 

shares the air around these lots. 

 

Meanwhile, last year in the Durand neighbourhood, Victor Veri tried to turn the grounds of 1 St 

James Place, near St. Joseph’s Hospital into a surface parking lot, cutting down all the trees on 

the residential property and applying to demolish the garage and porch of the house.   

 

This Pigott-constructed  home is architecturally significant, and the loss of parts of the home 

along with the trees and garden to a parking lot understandably outraged the neighbours! In the 

end, the City, with a letter supporting heritage designation from  the Hamilton Burlington 

Society of Architects, successfully saved the house and recently won an appeal of the historical 

designation launched by Mr Veri. However, Mr. Veri has recently stated he will now apply to 

entirely demolish the house because it contains mould!  

 

Mr Veri seems to specialize in exploiting a loophole in the zoning by-law that he claims allows a 

surface parking lot to be operated on any property adjacent or across the street from a hospital, 

regardless of any other zoning in place. 

 

Both of these parking fights have raised important questions about the role of hospitals in our 

communities. At the recent Big Ideas in the City talk at the newly completed David Braley 

Health Centre, Stephen Huddart, the President and CEO of the J.W. McConnell Family 

Foundation, told us that "anchor institutions", like universities and hospitals, have a special 

responsibility to use their privileged position and spending power to enhance the local 

community.  He gave examples that included locally 

sourcing food for the cafeteria, buying from cooperatives and rehabilitating and developing 



vacant property. 

 

In the Beasley case, unfortunately, Hamilton Health Sciences is doing the opposite. Instead of 

supporting the vulnerable residents efforts to improve their neighbourhood, they have been 

cavalier and disrespectful of the Beasley community in attempting to minimize engagement and 

dismiss their concerns.  

Beasley’s concerns are in large part animated by section 3.3.10.1 of the Urban Hamilton Official 

Plan (“UHOP”) which officially discourages surface parking and encourages below grade or 

structure-internal parking.  It is hard to see how approving the proposal of HHS will “create and 

enhance safe, attractive pedestrian oriented streetscapes”.  The City and province spend 

considerable amounts of time and money ensuring that municipalities create official plans that 

are responsive to the needs of businesses and residents. For the positive vision of UHOP to have 

any meaning, it is incumbent on every stakeholder to work within the spirit of the official 

policies, not against them.  

Now they're using health care dollars to fight a legal battle against the very citizens who should 

be benefiting from the new facilities, not living with the HHS decision to not build parking 

below the new building. 

 

Before blighting this neighbourhood with yet another surface parking lot, HHS should think 

about its impact and the message it sends as a community partner.  

 

At McMaster 40% of staff and faculty do not commute by car, and of those driving 24% car 

pool. The HHS should be trying to match these numbers.  

 

If HHS can't do the right thing to respect their neighbours (many of whom are poor and 

vulnerable) and promote healthy alternatives, who will? 

 

Meanwhile, Durand residents support the City's efforts to protect built heritage in that 

neighbourhood, especially in the face of developers tearing down old buildings to make way for 

"temporary" parking lots. 

 

That is why a broad coalition of neighbourhood groups and regular citizens is publicly backing 

the City's efforts to uphold good planning principles in our downtown core. Just because more 

and larger parking lots are convenient land uses doesn't make them good land uses.  

 

It's one thing for a private developer to take advantage of loose zoning rules to demolish heritage 

homes for parking, and we are glad City Council has taken a stand against this practice, but 

Hamilton Health Sciences should know better. Its health-care mission must start at its front door, 

by helping to ensure the health and well-being of its neighbours. 

 

 

 

 

 



Durand Neighbourhood Association 

 

The Durand Neighbourhood Association (DNA) established in 1972 is a politically independent 

community organization chartered as a not-for-profit provincial corporation.  We are financially 

self-supporting through annual membership dues and non-charitable contributions. 

 


